CAFE NEWS – TUESDAY 21st MAY 2013

There has been some reorganization in the Canteen and we are desperately seeking a Canteen Supervisor. I am happy to fill the role temporarily, however I need some help!

This means a few changes and some volunteering opportunities are now available.

What we need to run a successful canteen:-

- Three volunteers on every canteen day, if we don't have the volunteers unfortunately the canteen cannot run smoothly and it will have to close on the days we don't have enough volunteers. If you can spare a Monday or a Thursday just once a term please let me know ASAP (even if it is a grandparent or aunty/uncle) sorry no children are allowed in the canteen due to health and safety. I can be contacted on 4938 5046 or e.pereira@shaw.ca

- A person who is able to manage the roster and menu once per term, this can be done on a computer from home and requires about 2-4 hours of your time once a term.

- A person who is able to help out with ordering and purchasing of goods for canteen, this may just mean picking things up from town or Paterson when needed.

I know we all lead busy lives but please if you can help out in someway your help would be much appreciated.

Cheers

Eleesha Pereira

“Sometimes those who give the most are the ones with the least to spare.”
— Mike McIntyre, The Kindness of Strangers

Also, there will be NO canteen on Monday the 27th May due to lack of Volunteers.